360˚ Adjustable Banner Display

210110, 210111, 210112, 210113, 210114
190080, 190081, 190082, 190083

Scan to view Product Instructional Video or visit:
www.creativedisplaysite.com/360display.html
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Base Receptacle
Hubbed Telescoping Pole
Hooked Arms (x4)
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Display Set-Up
Step 1

Step 2

Remove all parts from bag and place
on a clean, flat surface. Insert the
Hubbed Telescoping Pole (3) into
the Base Receptacle (2). The pole
is secured when the spring lock is
engaged with the receptacles slot.

Turn the knob on the Hubbed
Telescoping Pole (3) counter
clockwise to loosen the extending
pole. Raise the pole to you desired
display height and turn the knob
clockwise to lock the extending
pole into place.

Step 3

Step 4

Insert the four Hooked Arms (4) into the 4 holes
located on the hub to make an X configuration.

Attach your grommeted banner by beginning at the top,
insert the four arm hooks into the eyes of the four banner
grommets. Poles will bend slightly to keep banner taunt.
Do not significantly over bend poles, this may cause the
poles to break.

Depending on the size of the banner, you
may need to cut the Shock Cord on two
or all of the Hooked Arms (4) and remove
the Extensions before you place them in
the Hub. Keep the extensions as they can
be added back on for a larger banner
size later.

Step 5
To adjust the tilt of the display
simply Loosen the Handled
Screw on the side of the
Hubbed Telescoping Pole
(3) and adjust the Hub to the
desired angle.

Storage & Care
Place all product parts into Carry Case and store in a cool
dry location.
To clean, wipe with damp cloth.

To change the Orientation Loosen the Handled Screw on
the Hub and rotate the Hub until
the graphics provide the desired
effect.
Warranty Information: All products are designed to provide the user with a cost-effective and durable product. Standard warranty is a ‘one year parts and labor’ warranty which
warrants product against defects in material and workmanship. It does not cover damage due to accidents, abuse, or normal wear and tear. Products found to be defective will
be replaced or repaired at factory’s discretion.
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